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The secret to a lush 
& well-maintained 
landscape - 
Makita's Garden Tools
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PDC01PDC1500 / PDC1200

** These models are not compatible with Portable Power Pack (PDC1500, PDC1200)
***This model is not compatible with Portable Power pack(PDC1500)

* These models are not compatible with Portable Power Pack (PDC1500, PDC1200, PDC01)
   Only rear handle type chainsaws are compatible

A wide variety of
Lithium-ion Garden Tools
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Powerful yet handy - Makita's range of 
garden tools for every requirement

Question 1:
What are the advantages of LXT in Makita tools?

The LXT Advantage encompasses four key components, o�ering the 

most advanced, durable, and dependable 18V products available. Our 

fast-charging LXT batteries, Rapid Optimum Charger, industry leading 

brushless motors, and Star Protection Computer Controls collaborate 

to deliver unparalleled performance. Makita's Cordless Outdoor 

Power Equipment sets new standards in motor and battery technology, 

outpacing the competition with innovative advancements.

Question 2:
What are the advantages of the Makita BL Motor?

The Makita-built Brushless Motor o�ers several advantages. Firstly, by 

eliminating carbon brushes, the motor operates cooler and more 

e�ciently, leading to an extended lifespan. Additionally, the electroni-

cally-controlled Brushless Motor e�ciently utilizes energy, adjusting 

torque and RPM to meet the speci�c demands of the application.

Furthermore, without brushes to create friction, a Brushless motor can 

generate a greater amount of torque per weight. This increased 

torque means less power is needed for daily use, contributing to the 

motor's e�ciency and prolonging the overall lifetime of the product. 

With reduced maintenance requirements, the Brushless Motor o�ers 

enhanced reliability and longevity.

Question 3:
How can I meet my work requirements with a Portable Power Pack?

The Makita PDC1200A01 o�ers extended tool runtimes, enabling you to 

accomplish more tasks throughout your workday. Equipped with an LXT 

18Vx2 adaptor as standard, this power pack is compatible across two 

platforms (LXT 18Vx2 / Direct Connection), broadening the scope of 

tasks you can undertake. With an energy capacity of 1,206Wh, you can 

charge it overnight using the AC charger (6-hour charge time) to ensure 

uninterrupted power for a full day of work.

The comfortable harness is adjustable to suit various heights and can 

also be detached from the unit for stationary power, minimizing fatigue 

during extended use.
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Lithium-ion 
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GAVI RS
Product Manager
E-mail: gavi@makita.in
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New Solutions for Landscapers
Your world is changing. Increasing regulations across the nation are limiting the use and availability of gas-powered 

equipment. This will a�ect how you run your business, and Makita is here to help with a range of battery-powered 

commercial products to replace your gas equipment. Makita brings leading innovation to the cordless power 

equipment category, backed by impressive numbers: over 100 years of motor engineering. Makita o�ers a comprehensive 

system of outdoor power equipment with numerous gas-replacement solutions for brush cutting, chain saws, blowers, 

hedge trimmers, and clean-ups. With a constant focus on new technology and power management, LXT® stands as the 

world’s largest professional cordless Outdoor Power Equipment system powered by 18V lithium-ion slide-style batteries.

Versatile, Powerful, Handy - 
the Makita Advantage



HIGH POWER & HIGH SPEEDHIGH POWER & HIGH SPEED

Excellent cutting performance 
equivalent to 30CC
class engine chain saws

Excellent cutting performance 
equivalent to 30CC
class engine chain saws

Related

DUC355

18V X2 (36V) LXT BL Brushless 
350 mm (14") Cordless Chain Saw

Related
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18V X2 (36V) LXT BL Brushless 
350 mm (14") Cordless Chain Saw

DUC356
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Constant speed control maintains 
constant speed under heavy load

Low vibration level at only 5.3 m/s² for 
operator comfort

Adjustable automatic chain lubrication 
with large oil reservoir

350 mm (14") guide bar for 
increased capacity

Kickback brake and Variable speed trigger 
switch provide high operability equivalent 

to engine chain saw

Large oil �lling port with view window 
allows operator to easily add and check 

bar oil level

������

165246-6
Guide bar
Quick and simple instalation

196741-5
Saw chain set
for DUC353
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419288-5
Saw Chain Cover
UC3550A / UC3520A / 
UC3020A / UC3551A
DUC355PT2

988.002.656
Chain Oil
100ml / 1 Litre Chain Oil

953.030.010
File, Holder
F.092

Related

18V LXT BL Brushless
350 mm (14") Cordless Chain Saw

DUC357
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Hats o� Makita!
We are delighted with our experience using Makita tools. They are incredibly convenient, portable, and notably require 
zero maintenance, unlike some competitor tools which frequently demand upkeep. Access to service and spares is 
convenient, and the responsiveness of suppliers, even at unconventional hours like 1:00 am, is truly commendable.

In comparison to tools from other companies, which often su�er from damage, our extensive use of Makita tools, 
including lawnmowers and brush cutters, has resulted in signi�cant petrol savings. Their exceptional battery life and 
lightweight design make them indispensable for maintaining our ashram premises.

Cleaning tools, in particular, are remarkably versatile, allowing us to reach every corner and crevice e�ortlessly. 
Previously, using manual brooms consumed 2-3 hours and required 6 to 7 people for labor, but now, a single person 
can accomplish the task within an hour. Furthermore, brush cutters have proven invaluable in reducing petrol 
consumption. Unlike petrol-driven machines prone to starting issues, Makita's battery-powered tools overcome this 
challenge e�ciently.  Additionally, cordless tools are user-friendly, emitting minimal noise and vibration.

In our operations, we also rely on blades, ropes, & chainsaws. While chainsaws require careful lubrication maintenance, 
they o�er excellent performance overall. The power bank is exceptional, o�ering a reliable 6-7 hours of power. 

We utilize it for various tasks, including powering cleaning and grass-cutting machines. Hats-o� to Makita!

End User:
Shri Aurobindo Ashram (Pondicherry)

Interview
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Makita DUR369 is a lightweight, powerful line 
trimmer providing the equivalent power to 30cc 
petrol models, powered by Makita’s 18Vx2 technology. 
It features a max cutting capacity of 430mm (17”) 
whilst the 3-stage speed control allows the user to 
match the right speed for the job. The reverse 
function avoids long grass from tangling around the 
head and the Automatic Torque Drive allows the 
DUR369 to take on the toughest of tasks with ease.

Its 3-stage speed control (high, medium, and low) 
can be adjusted e�ortlessly by pushing a button on 
the intuitive LED display.

The reverse switch allows for the removal of grass 
clippings through slow reverse rotation of the 
cutting tool (automatically stopping after three 
seconds) by pressing the button and pulling the 
trigger.

Featuring a soft start/electric brake, the cutting 
head starts slowly and brakes to a stop, ensuring 
users can swiftly and safely commence operation.

Designed with a U-handle, the design ensures that 
the centerline of the handlebars remains aligned 
with the user's center of gravity.

Automatic Torque Drive automatically increases the 
motor's torque when increased load is detected, 
enhancing e�ciency and performance.

DUR369A - Cordless Grass Trimmer

Excellent ability to perform continuous 
cutting achieved by high cooling 
capacity that suppresses heat 
generation of the controller & motor

Excellent ability to perform continuous 
cutting achieved by high cooling 
capacity that suppresses heat 
generation of the controller & motor

DUR368L

DUR368A

Outer Rotor BL Motor provides 
high operating efficiency

DUR368L

DUR368A
O�set bike handle

Loop handle

rotor

stator

DUR369L DUR369N*

DUR369A

DUR369A
O�set bike handle

DUR369L / DUR369N*
Loop handle
*Nylon Cutting Head only

Rear end mounted motor 
makes the tool balance similar 
to engine grass trimmers.

1.0kWMax Output

0.55WMax Output

197804-0
Brush Cutter
String Trimmer Head
Nylon cutting head assembly 
95-M10L set

198426-9
Brush Cutter Grass Trimmer 
Plastic blade 255 blade set ME

195298-3
Brush Cutter 
Metal Blade

122906-3
Lawn care/Grass care
Harness
Band assembly

A-56926
Brush cutter
T.C.T. Saw Blade 230
 

198384-9
Brush Cutter Grass Trimmer
Plastic blade 255 set M

Active Feedback technology for when the 
metal blade (not included) hits a solid 
object like a tree stump or fence, the 

sudden decrease in rpm triggers the brake, 
stopping kickback occurring

XPT - extreme protection technology, is an 
advanced series of seals and channels to 
direct dust and moisture away from key 

internal components

18V x 2 Brushless Motor is powered by 
two 18V Li-ion batteries (not included) 
providing up to 1kW of output which is 

equivalent to 30cc petrol engines

3 Stage Speed Control - high, medium & 
low speed can be changed by simply 
pushing a button on the easy to use 

LED display

Reverse Switch allows tangled grass 
clippings can be removed by slow reverse 
rotation of the cutting tool (automatically 

stops after three seconds) by pressing 
button and pulling trigger

198502-9
Brush cutter Nylon Cord
Nylon cord 2.4-30M set

D-66008
Brush Cutter Blade 
230mm X 4T
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Height-adjustable 
waist belt

Features and bene�ts (PDC1500 / PDC1200)

The position of the waist 
belt can be adjusted for 
personal �t and comfort.

Quickly removable 
harness
can be attached / 
removed from the main 
unit with a single action.

Re�ectors
keep operator visible 
from a distance even in 
the dark.

Powered by 36V-40Vmax  built-in battery
1,200 Wh high capacity

PDC1200

PDC01

Battery Powered Models

Adapter set
Part No. 191N62-4

Charger: DC4001
Charging time: 360 min

IPX4

Powered by up to four 18V LXT batteries
432 Wh high capacity
(with 4 pcs. of BL1860B)

IPX4

Adapter set
Part No. 191J51-5

Adapter set
Part No. 191J50-7

UR101C
UR201C
UR202C

LM001C

UB001C
UB003C

UB002C
UB004C

VR001C
VR003C
VR004C

Connectortype Machines

PDC1200A01PDC1200A01
PORTABLE BACKPACK POWER SUPPLY
High capacity for longer run-time for all-day work

1,200 Wh high capacity. 
Compatible with 18Vx2 LXT, 

40Vmax XGT, 36V direct power 
connection.

Wet Guard/ IPX4 compatible 
when used with the 

compatible tool.

Height-adjustable waist belt 
for personal �t and comfort. 4-LED fuel gauge indicates 

the battery status by four 
green LEDs.

Re�ectors keep operator 
visible from a distance even 

in the dark.
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Part No. 191J51-5

Part No. 191N62-4

Adapter set
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H.O.: Makita Power Tools India Pvt. Ltd.
Unit II Sy. Nos. 93/3 & 93/4, Koralur village, 
Kasaba Hobli, Hoskote Taluk, Bengaluru - 560067
Tel: +91-80-2205-8200
Email: info@makita.in Website: www.makita.in
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Follow us on Social Media

18V X2 (36V) LXT Cordless 
Blower with 6-Variable Speed

Soft start feature gradually 
increases speed to eliminate 

start up shock.

Lock-on button operable from 
either side of handle for 
continuous operation.

Compact and lightweight for 
single handed operation.

Instant start-up; simply load 
two 18V LXT batteries and the 

blower is ready to use. 

Powerful, Lightweight & very 
Low noise level Blower
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Makita DUB362 has been 
developed as the most 
powerful cordless blower, 
surpassing competing 
models in performance 
and capability.

Makita DUB362 has been 
developed as the most 
powerful cordless blower, 
surpassing competing 
models in performance 
and capability.

https://makita.in/
https://www.youtube.com/@MakitaIndiaPowerTools
https://www.instagram.com/makitaindiapowertools/
https://www.facebook.com/makitapowertoolsindia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/makitaindia/

